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Abstract: This paper explores the working of the Single Phase
Split-Source Inverter (SSI), using an unconventional onedirectional dc–ac inverter setup. We have used two typical
cathode diodes in a single unit in this configuration. The
features behind utilizing the three different carrier signals and
their differences are discussed with single phase SSI. Also, a
novel control strategy, Modified sine pulse width modulation
(M- SPWM) technique is introduced. Also this paper discusses
the MATLAB model with its simulation results of 1- KVA
single phase SSI.
Index terms: Sine pulse width modulation (SPWM), Modified
SPWM (M-SPWM), Split-Source Inverter (SSI), Voltage source
Inverter (VSI).

I.

INTRODUCTION

Single stage inverters have witnessed a widespread adoption
over the past decade to substitute standard two stage
topology inverters. This architecture has advanced in terms
of reducing circuit difficulty and physical size as a way of
increasing the performance of overall system. Advantages of
this topology are as follows:-1)DC link voltage continuous;
2) continuous dc current input; 3) for higher voltage gains it
gives low voltage stresses; (4) passive component count is
less; (5) use of only additional input diode (6) for basic
operation standard modulation technique used similarly as
the VSI; and (7) no additional boosting states are required.
Three different carrier signals are discussed which are the
triangular, trail-edge and lead-edge saw tooth carriers with
the single phase SSI modulation and their characteristics are
highlighted. In this configuration, single-phase operation
allows to use dual common-cathode diodes in one unit as a
replacement of using separate two diodes. This helps to
achieve less parasitic inductance in these diodes'
commutation direction. Furthermore it results into fewer
voltage spikes at the output across the various switches and
increasing the overall efficiency of the inverter.
WORKING PRINCIPLE AND CONTROL
STRATEGY
The working of split source inverter topology for single
phase is as shown in Fig.1 Similar to the three phase
topology. Since the conventional 4-switch bridge is used,
four switching states are considered to accomplish the
process of boosting inside the inversion one. When at least
one of the upper leg switch or both switches are ON, i.e. S xU
or SyU, the inductor L is charging. Meanwhile, when both
the lower switches ON, where inductor discharges and
capacitor C charge. This state is called as zero state, where
both the switches from lower leg are switched OFF.

Figure 1: Single-phase SSI configuration in one unit, with two typical
common cathode diodes.

Using standard sine pulse width modulation (SPWM)
technique the above switching states can be achieved as
shown in Fig. 3. Inductor L charges when carrier signal is
higher than the envelop specified by max(v*x, v*y). If the
carrier signal is lower than the envelope specified by
max(v*x, v*y), inductor L discharges into C through antiparallel diodes of the lower leg. Because the envelope
specified by max(v*x, v*y) oscillates continuously, this
results in charging and discharging of inductor L with
oscillating duty cycle. Therefore, there is an increase in the
low frequencies at the dc-side voltage and current. Also, it
increases the voltage stress across the switches.

II.
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Figure 2: Four switching states by using SPWM technique: a)'11' 'Zero
State' b)'10' 'Active State' c)'01' 'Active State' d)'00' 'Zero State'.
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Figure 3: (a) SPW modulation technique; (b) M-SPW modulation
technique.

Thus, we implement Modified SPWM (M-SPWM)
technique which has a constant charge and discharge period
of inductor L and by setting minimum reference signal value
at the minimum carrier signal value it gives lower voltage
stresses.
III.
MODULATION USING DIFFERENT
CARRIER SIGNALS

Figure 4: (b) The modified SPWM (M-SPWM) scheme using the trailedge saw tooth carrier for one cycle of switching.

As shown in Fig. 2 and 4(a) for single phase SSI, diode D x
is always conductive and Dy commutes at various values of
current for half fundamental period. This can be
demonstrated during a single switching process with three
separate states as below.

Figure 4: (c) The modified SPWM (M-SPWM) scheme using the lead -edge
saw tooth carrier for one cycle of switching.

Figure 4: (a) The modified SPWM (M-SPWM) scheme using the triangular
carrier for one switching cycle.
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The first OFF turn depends on the lower envelope
intersection point defined by min(v*x, v*y) with the carrier
signal, which occurs with different current values during the
charging process. Meanwhile the second turning OFF
happens at the end of the discharge process with a constant
current value equal to half the actual minimum value of the
inductor, Because it also depends on the intersection point
of the upper constant envelope min(v*x, v*y) identified by
the carrier signal. In addition, additional conductive losses
occur in other switches because of reverse recovery current.
It is worth noting that this commuting current in the
diodes corresponds with the commuting current in the
switches. Reducing this current effect would help minimize
switching losses. The figure 4(c) shows that in each
switching cycle Dy turns OFF once. Hence, saw tooth carrier
reduces the number of commutation by half compared with
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triangular carrier signal. Comparing Fig 4(b) and (c), when
we use leading-edge saw tooth carrier, as the input current
reaches the lowest value lowest possible turning OFF
current of the commutation diode (Dy) results.
Hence, the following features exists as we use the saw tooth
carrier:1) Commutation numbers are reduced to half 2) The
lead-edge saw tooth carrier helps to achieve minimum
possible commutation current; and 3) Since the differential
output is not same, the need requirement for output filter is
greater Therefore, saw tooth carrier switching frequency
should be doubled to maintain a constant differential output
voltage for the final part, and similar output filters should be
used. Finally, due to commutation of diodes at lowest
possible value of current there is slight increase in the
efficiency of the inverter when lead-edge saw tooth carrier is
used.

c)

Specification and Designed Parameters of Single
phase SSI
Table 1
Specification and Design Parameters
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C
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2

Results:

IV. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
a) MATLAB Simulated Power Circuit Diagram

Figure 6(a) Simulation results using lead-edge sawtooth carrier for Vin =
120 V. (1) Output voltage (Vxy) (2) Voltage across load (VLoad).

Figure 5: (a) MATLAB Simulation of Power circuit diagram for single
phase split-source inverter.

b)

MATLAB Simulated Control circuit Diagram

Figure 6(b) : (3) Current across Load (I_Load), (4) Voltage across DC-Link
Capacitor (V_inv)

Figure 5: (b) MATLAB Simulation of Control circuit diagram for Single
Phase Split –source Inverter.
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Figure 6(c) : (5) Current across Inductor (I_in), (6) Current across Diode
(Dx) - (I_Dx)

V. CONCLUSION
Considering the unidirectional dc – ac operation, the
operation of the SSIs in this paper was analyzed for single
phase application, using an unconventional topology, in
which a dual-diode common-cathode kit could be used
instead of two separate diodes to mitigate the voltage spikes
in the output voltage of different switches. Among the three
different carrier signals the lead-edge sawtooth carrier signal
achieves the lowest current value possible for one
commutation per cycle of the input diodes, which is equal to
half of the minimum input current. Also to maintain similar
differential output switching frequency is doubled which
helps to use similar filter requirements

.
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